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If you’re an avid reader of health books and articles and you think you’re aware of the latest thyroid health

information, you’re going to be more than surprised—maybe even shocked—at how much more there is to

know. Thyroid Healing is like nothing you have read or heard, and it will bring you true comprehension of the

undiscovered inner mechanics of our thyroids for the first time ever.

Experience the epic truth about your thyroid from the #1 Experience the epic truth about your thyroid from the #1 New York Times best-selling author of the Medical best-selling author of the Medical

Medium series!Medium series!

The thyroid is the new hot topic in health. Across age groups, from baby boomers and their parents to millennials

and even children, more and more people—women especially—are hearing that their thyroids are to blame for their

fatigue, weight gain, brain fog, memory issues, aches and pains, tingles and numbness, insomnia, hair loss, hot

flashes, sensitivity to cold, constipation, bloating, anxiety, depression, heart palpitations, loss of libido, restless legs,

and more. Everyone wants to know how to free themselves from the thyroid trap.

As the thyroid has gotten more and more attention, though, these symptoms haven’t gone away—people aren’t

healing. Labeling someone with “Hashimoto’s,” “hypothyroidism,” or the like doesn’t explain the myriad health

issues that person may experience. That’s because there’s a pivotal truth that goes by unnoticed: A thyroid problem is

not the ultimate reason for a person’s illness. A problematic thyroid is yet one more symptom of something much

larger than this one small gland in the neck. It’s something much more pervasive in the body, something invasive,

that’s responsible for the laundry list of symptoms and conditions attributed to thyroid disease.
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In Medical Medium Thyroid Healing, Anthony William, the Medical Medium, reveals an entirely new take on the

epidemic of thyroid illness. Empowering readers to become their own thyroid experts, he explains in detail what the

source problem really is, including what’s going on with inflammation, autoimmune disease, and dozens more

symptoms and conditions, then offers a life-changing toolkit and many new recipes to rescue the thyroid and bring

readers back to health and vitality. It’s an approach unlike any other, and as his millions of fans and followers will

tell you, it’s the approach that gets results.

MORE on BOOK 3 of the MEDICAL MEDIUM SERIES:

If you’ve struggled with any chronic health issue, you’re not alone—you are one among millions confronting the

mysterious symptoms that medical communities have begun to connect with thyroid illness. Like so many, you

want the greater truth about the thyroid.

We’ve already waited 100-plus years for real insights from medical communities into thyroid problems, and they

haven’t come. Even the most recent expert opinions don’t yet have a handle on what’s really behind your suffering.

Hashimoto’s is not the body attacking itself. There’s more to thyroid cancer than we’re being told. You’re not

hopeless if you don’t have a thyroid anymore. Thyroid illness should not be blamed on your genes. Today’s thyroid

diagnoses do not explain your years of suffering with mystery symptoms.

You shouldn’t have to wait another 10, 20, 30, or more years for scientific research to find the real answers. If you’re

stuck in bed, dragging through your days, or feeling lost about your health, you shouldn’t have to go through one

more day of it, let alone another decade. You shouldn’t have to watch your children go through it, either.

The meaning behind today’s widespread thyroid illness is so much bigger than anyone has yet discovered—what

you’re about to read is unlike any information you’ve ever seen. It’s time for you to take control and become a true

thyroid expert. Discover the real reasons and the healing path for dozens of symptoms and conditions, including:

ACHES AND PAINS

ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE

BRAIN FOG AND FOCUS

CANCER

EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS

PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS

FATIGUE

MONONUCLEOSIS

FIBROMYALGIA AND CFS

HAIR THINNING AND LOSS

HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS

HEADACHES AND MIGRAINES

HEART PALPITATIONS

VERTIGO

HYPERTHYROIDISM

HYPOTHYROIDISM

MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS

MYSTERY WEIGHT GAIN

SLEEP DISORDERS

TINGLES AND NUMBNESS

“Since reading Medical Medium Thyroid Healing, I have expanded my approach and treatments of thyroid disease
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and am seeing enormous value for patients. The results are rewarding and gratifying.”

— from the foreword by Prudence Hall, M.D., founder and medical director of The Hall Center
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